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The paper focusses attention on recent disappointments concerning the limited predictive value of economic modeling. Major events-both international and national-could hardly be foreseen on the basis of our current analytical apparatus. In this context, special attention will be devoted to the implications of the theory of chaos for economic analysis and prediction. Irregular motions in economics are seemingly more dominant nowadays than structural trajec tories that are taken into account by means of conventional modeling.
In the paper various lessons from the theory of chaotic behaviour for economics will be drawn. It will be concluded that in various cases chaotic regimes are fairly esoteric which are not always based on plausible economic patterns, although on the other hand economic predic tions would have to take stability patterns in the prediction domain more seriously than in the past.
These conclusions will be illustrated by means of two models, one describing a simple chaotic regime for economic development based on a quasi-production function approach, and another one representing a comprehensive economic system in which technological progress is a major driving force and in which diseconomies of scale and scope prevail.
These illustrations teach us the important lesson that in economics much more emphasis has to be laid upon specification analysis and validity tests of models vis-a-vis empirical facts.
Prologue
Economic modeling is-besides scientific insight-an important instrument in the economist's toolbox. And it is even a necessary tool for predicting complex (i.e., multi compartmental and dynamic) systems. However, prediction of a complex (evolutionary) economic system is a far from easy task, in particular if this system is characterized by structural changes in which also various system's parameters are fluctuating. The confidence in predictive models has certainly decreased in the past years, especially since the emerging popularity of principles from catastrophe and chaos theory. It is indeed true that under certain conditions predictions become less meaningful, especially in case of high growth rates in a bounded evolutionary system. In this paper I will treat some elements from evolutionary dynamics and illustrate some points by means of possible evolutionary trajectories of an economic system, based on simple assumptions on its production technology. It appears that in case of stable development, conventional prediction tools may still be valid. The lesson from our exposition is that much more attention would have to be given by economists to (i)
conditions governing dynamics of a system, and (ii) specification of basic dynamic reaction models.
1, Non-linear Dynamics: Stable or Chaotic Evolution
The design of predictive models has already a long history in economics. And many countries are able to show a remarkable performance in building and applying such models.
Nevertheless, it is increasingly recognized that in an unstable environment our analytical apparatus may fail. The oil crisis and-more recently-'black Monday' provides us with convincing illustrations of shortcomings in our toolbox.
Two observations have to be made at the outset. The time. span of economic predic tion models is critical for its success.
Quarterly or monthly predictions are usually more difficult than average predictions on an annual basis. The upswing and downswing of exchange rates on the capital or stock market on a daily basis fluctuate so much that even a sophisticated model is unable to generate meaningful predictions, but the average annual growth rate is easier to predict. Essentially the same conclusion applies to other disci plines, such as sociology or meteorology.
Another observation concerns the level of analysis of the predictive model. For a large-sale system the fluctuations are in general much less significant than for a micro-unit of the system, as we also know from entropy theory.
Thus predictions for individuals tend to be more unreliable than those for aggre gates.
There is no doubt that-despite an impressive level of sophistication-most economic prediction models are plagued by one basic feature, viz, linear comparative statics. Such models may lead to reliable results in a stable evolution of an economic system (in particular, if we focus on a short-term horizon), but are bound to lead to false predictions in case of unstable evolution.
It is evident that any comparative static approach presupposes some sort of dynamics. For example, in Samuelson's correspondence principle it is taken for granted that the dynamic adjustment process through which equilibrium is restored after an initial perturba tion is stable.
Besides, a linear model will always generate a stable equilibrium, so that in that case noncyclic fluctuations and bifurcations can only be generated by means of stochastic processes (cf. Brocker 1986, and Schuster 1984) .
In the recent past, various new mathematical tools have been developed in order to cope with the issue of non-linear dynamics. Examples are bifurcation theory, catastrophe theory, singularity theory, fractal theory and chaos theory. Especially in the natural sciences there is a growing awareness of limitations inherent in static linear models.
Here the attention has increasingly shifted from point predictions towards transitions (or bifurcations) in a complex dynamic system, with a particular view on the driving forces (or conditions) governing such transitions.
Non-linear dynamic relationships in economics are certainly not an unknown phenom enon (at least not in theoretical economics), but in most empirical applications linear (or linearized) models still abound, one important reason being that non-linear dynamic econometrics is by no means a well developed field of research and another one that specification theory is still a weak part in economic modeling (see Blommestein, 1986) . It is noteworthy that the issue of non-linear dynamics in economic modeling is not related to stochastic properties of the system, but only to the way synchronic and diachronic proces ses are intertwined (see also Lichtenberg and Lieberman, 1983, and Liossatos, 1980) .
Under certain conditions discontinuities in a system's behaviour may then emerge, which reflects essentially a morphogenesis in the evolution of the system concerned. Mor phogenesis may be based on either endogenous forces (e.g., behavioural feedbacks), or exogenous forces (e.g., in case of random shock models or ceilings and floors models) or a combination of both (e.g., regime switching models).
An important characteristic of current economic dynamics is its complex, multidimen sional and nested structure.
Due to large fluctuations caused by dissipative structures, economies of various countries or regions may become unstable and even exhibit bifurca tions (see Turner, 1980) . In particular, if various subsystems within an economy (for instance, industry, infrastructure, ect.) are intertwined in a non-linear dynamic way (some times even with differences in the successive rates of change), unexpected switches in evolutionary patterns may take place (see also Haag and Weidlich,1983 ).
In recent years, a wide variety of dynamic economic models for countries and regions has been developed. Surprisingly enough, only a limited number of these studies exhibited structural dynamics (see, for instance, for a survey on spatial models Nijkamp et al., 1985) . A major analytical problem in this respect is the question whether structural changes are caused by intra-systemic (endogenous) devolopments or exogenous forces (external to the system).
This problem runs parallel to the current scientific debate on the existence of long waves in economics, where especially the Schumpeterian viewpoint regarding the endogenety of phases in a Kondratieff long wave is being tested (see also Kleinknecht, 1986 ). Due to lack of long time series data this proposition is difficult to validate.
Consequently, a meaningful model for analyzing and predicting structural dynamics of an economic system should be able to generate various trajectories for the evolution of the system, in which both endogenous and exogenous fluctuating patterns may play a role.
Furthermore, such a model may lead to testable hypotheses in order to explore under which conditions a certain stable or unstable growth path for an economic system may emerge.
In recent years, this has led to the popularity of the theory of chaos, especially since this new research line is focusing attention on the motives and trajectories of dynamic evolu tion. Informative surveys of chaos theory and its relevance for the social sciences can also be found in contributions by Anderson (1988), Day (1981, 1982) , Boldrin (1988) , Devaney (1986) , Guckenheimer and Holmes (1983) , Kelsey (1988) , Lasota and Mackey (1985) , Lung (1988) , Pohjola (1981) , Prigogine and Stengers (1985) , Stewart (1989) , and Stutzer (1980) . The new logic which has emerged in the area of non-linear dynamics by the introduc tion of the theory of chaos has also interesting psychological features; to some extent the popularity of chaos theory is caused by the fact that model builders need not necessarily be blamed anymore for false predictions; errors in predictions may be a result of the system's complexity, as can be demonstrated by examining more carefully the properties of the underlying non-linear dynamic model. In this case particular model specifications are in fact used to conceal the modeler's inability to make proper predictions! A fact is that chaos theory is currently regarded as a major discovery with a high significance for both the natural and social sciences. The theory of chaos deals essentially with deterministic, non-linear dynamic systems which are able to produce complex motions of such a nature that they are sometimes seemingly random.
In particular, they incorporate the feature that small uncertainties may grow exponentially (although all time paths are bounded), leading to a broad spectrum of different trajectories in the long run, so that precise or plausible predictions are-under certain conditions-almost impossible. After a series of interesting studies on chaotic features of complex systems in physics , chemistry, biology, meteorology and ecology, chaos theory has also been introduced and investigated in the field of economics and geography.
The main purpose of the use of this theory in the social sciences was to obtain better insight into the underlying causes of unforeseeable evolutions of complex systems.
A main feature of the great many applications of chaos theory in the social sciences is their lack of empirical content, a major reason being that most applications focus on the macro system's level, for which in general long time series (including structural changes) are not available.
At the individual level only a few attempts have been made, among others by Albin (1987) in the area of competitive interactions between individual firms and by Nijkamp and Reggiani (1990) in the area of dynamic discrete choice modelling based on a micro utility function for spatial choice alternatives (e.g., in residential choice of route choice problems).
In recent years, we have seen in economics an increasing wave of contributions in the use of chaos theory for analyzing economic dynamics. It is noteworthy that already in the 1960's an interesting application of chaos theory to economics was provided by Goodwin, who studied economic dynamics by means of an accelerator-multiplier framework for persistent, deterministic oscillations as an endogenous results of a dynamic economic system (see for a survey Goodwin, 1982) . But only recently the awareness has grown that deterministic (periodic or a-periodic) fluctuations (or even bifurcations and jumps) in a complex dynamic economic system may be the result of small perturbations. Unexpected behaviour of non-linear dynamic models leads to the question of validity of model specifications (i.e., are model specifications compatible with plausible economic hypoth eses) and of testability of model results (i.e., are model results-qualitatively or quantita tively-justifiable from possible non-linear patterns in the underlying data set). Further expositions on these issues can be found amongst others in Baumol and Benhabib (1989) , Baumol and Quandt (1985) , Chen (1988) , Kelsey (1988) and Lorenz (1989 Interesting applications of chaos theory to related branches of economics can be found in geography and regional science (see also Nijkamp and Reggiani,1989 In this paper we will illustrate the use and relevance of chaos theory by developing two related examples, one in the area of economic development analysis (Section 2) and another one in the area of economic evolution based on innovation and R & D (Section 3). In both cases it will be shown that in case of reasonable growth rates stable behaviour may emerge, but that in case of high growth suddenly unexpected fluctuations may emerge.
A Simple Model for Evolutionary Economic Development
It is usually taken for granted that a proper combination of conventional productive resources and public overhead capital (including R & D) is a necessary condition for balanced growth. These factors are essentially the propulsive motives and incubators for the process of structural economic developments (see also Rosenberg 1976). It has already been mentioned that in case of qualitative changes in a non-linear dynamic system (e.g., a city or region) several shocks and perturbations may emerge (see for spatial illustrations also Allen and Sanglier 1979; Casetti 1981; Dendrinos 1981; and Wilson 1981) . A simple mathematical representation of the driving forces of such a spatial system can be found in Nijkamp (1983 Nijkamp ( , 1984 Nijkamp ( , 1989 ). This simplified model was based on a so-called quasi-produc tion function (including productive capital, infrastructure and R & D capital as argu ments).
The dynamics of the system was described by motion equations for productive investments, infrastructure investments and R & D investments. Several constraints (i.e., ceilings) were also added, for instance, due to the existence of capacity limits.
In the present paper we will start with a simple one-country dynamic neo-classical production function as the basis for a more formal analysis of growth patterns of an economy. The assumption is made that output is generated by a mix of conventional production factors (capital, labour) and public overhead capital (including R & D capital).
Later on we will turn to a more complicated and comprehensive economic system (Section 3) and also analyse the stability properties of this system. In this section, the following generalized production function will be assumed for a with:
ƒ¢ Y=Yt-Yt-1 (2.4) and:
qt=(Qt-Qt-1)/Qt-1 pt=(Pt-Pt-1)/Pt-1 (2.5) Thus the production factors are now included as relative changes in the dynamic model (2.2). Such a discrete approximation of a model with a continuous time trajectory is valid within the range for which the structure of the economic system is stable. Within this range the system will exhibit a non-cyclical growth. This self-sustained growth path may be drawing to a close due to two causes:
-external: scarcity of production factors or lack of demand -internal: emergence of diseconomies of scale and scope leading to negative mar ginal products. External factors will only imply that the system will move toward an upper limit set by the constraint concerned.
Internal factors may lead to perturbations and qualitative changes in systemic behaviour. Suppose for instance, a congestion effect caused by too high a concentration of capital in an economic system. Then each additional increase in productive capital will have a negative impact on output. This implies that the production elasticity has become a negative time-dependent variable.
In other words, beyond the capacity limit Ymax an auxiliary relationship reflecting a negative marginal product of conventional production factors may be assumed: Two major elements determine the stability properties of (2.10), viz, the initial values of Yt and the growth rate for the economic system (which is depending on vt). Simulation experiments indicated that especially the growth rate has a major impact on the emergence of cyclic or a-periodic fluctuations.
May has also demonstrated that a stable equilibrium may emerge if the growth rate satisfies the condition: 0_??_vt_??_2; otherwise stable cyclic and unstable fluctuations may be generated. Li and Yorke (1975) have later developed a set of sufficient conditions for the emergence of chaotic behaviour for general continuous difference equations.
Clearly, in a discrete model the potential chaotic behaviour depends on the value of vt. As indicated above, especially in case of incremental changes vt_??_1, so that then a stable equilibrium is ensured; otherwise many alternative evolutionary patterns of the system concerned may emerge. Consequently, the conclusion may be drawn that-due to the presence of a capacity limit Ymax-an economy might in principle exhibit a wide variety of dynamical or even cyclical growth patterns.
Clearly, in our case there is a difference with respect to May's model. In May's model, v is a constant, whereas in our case v is endogenously determined by the evolution of our economic system (see equation (2.9)). This has clearly an effect on the growth trajectory, but-given the conditions on vt-this does not affect the main conclusions regarding the stability of the system, although it has to be realized that drastic changes in a previous period are likely to generate perturbations in the next period.
Since the growth rate vt is not necessarily a constant, it may become an endogenous variable which may be used as a control variable in order to generate a more stable growth path.
In order to show the possible varieties of system's behaviour of the above mentioned model, we will present the results of two simple simulation experiments. The first Figure 1 Results of a simulation run for stable growth. simulation will be based on very modest growth rates of our dynamic system which will lead to stable equilibrium (see Figure 1 ).
The second run takes for granted extremely high growth rates so that system's boundaries are rapidly reached.
In that case wild fluctuations may occur which are of a chaotic type (see Figure 2 ).
It is evident that the plausibility of such results depends on the specification of the model, the initial conditions of the variables and the critical values of model parameters .
This is of course a matter of further empirical tests of our model in a real world situation .
Finally, it should be noted that the basic model from Section 2 can be extended in various ways, inter alia by including endogenous R & D investments and exclusion con straints associated with diffusion of innovation. The elaboration of these ideas can be found in Nijkamp (1989) .
A Dynamic Model for Innovation and Diseconomies of Scale
In Section 2 a simple model for a growing production system facing the limits to growth has been analyzed, with, particular emphasis on the role of conventional production factors vis-a-vis social overhead capital.
In the present Section we will elaborate on this by presenting a model for the analysis of R & D impacts on the elimination of boundaries in a constrained economy. Particular attention will again be given to stability properties.
Technological change has become a focal point in current evolutionary economics (cf. Nelson and Winter 1982) . For an open economic system also interesting research has been pursued, among others by Andersen (1989) who developed a simulation model for a two region economy.
In most analyses, R & D plays a crucial role in enhancing the efficiency and the competitive position of firms or countries.
In general, R & D expenditures generate, like investment in conventional capital goods, an intertemporal allocation problem: more R & D efforts may lead to a higher long-run productivity and profitability, but requires lower short-run consumption, and vice versa. This choice problem for capital formation has been extensively studied in traditional growth theory, both for economies on a steady state growth path ('golden rule of accumula tion') and in the framework of an intertemporal welfare optimisation problem (by means of optimal control theory); see also Rasmanathan (1982) .
In this respect, two important questions emerge. The first one refers to the behaviour of the growth path of the economy in an integrated consumption, production, investment and R & D system, in particular when the system is facing capacity limits (e.g., congestion, other diseconomies of scale, or depletion of exhaustible resources). In this section, based on Nijkamp and Poot (1989), we shall explore the long-run evolutionary path of an economy by means of a dynamic (discrete-time) model incorporat ing the generation of technological change under conditions of diseconomies of scale. It will be shown that this system can also generate a wide range of dynamic behaviour, including-for certain parameters-a chaotic evolution.
In the next section we will pay attention to technology transfer. We commence with the assumption that the economy under consideration is operating under the following production function regime: so that the consumption is then equal to:
Substitution of (3.7) in (3.6) givies:
When vt were constant over time, capital accumulation would generate ever-increas ing growth in output and capital productivity. This highly unlikely outcome indicates that v t is likely to decrease when output increases. In other words, the marginal efficiency of R & D declines when production rises. Under a given 'technological regime', ultimately a ' saturation' level of output Yt,max is likely to exist at which additional R & D has no longer an impact on productivity. Such a saturation level (ceiling) may arise from capacity limits (technological, social, economic) and reflects-for a given production technology-a 'limits to growth' phenomenon, stemming from diseconomies of scale and scope (see also Section 2). Arguments in favour of the assumption of a decreasing productivity of R & D in case of more mature economic conditions can also be found in Ayres (1987) and Metcalfe (1981) . By substituting (3.12) and (3.10) into (3.6) and recalling (3.1) and (3.2), the motion in the system can now be described by the following set of non-linear difference equations: Next, we assume that in Figure  5 all parameters are the same as in Figure  4 , 
